182 childhood Thebes from which all the novels have issued,
and one sees the plan of the great life's work finely etched
on a tablet of stone—and this is the book one always
meant to write but it is forgotten in the morning, and
thus Thebes is forgotten 'and God and the whole meaning
of life and one's own identity and the identities of the
past and so one worships Picasso who stayed awake all
night and kept his bad tooth. This you know when you
pass through Thebes, and it is disquieting, but it is also
inspiring arid when you are thoroughly inspired you hang
yourself by the ankles and wait for the vultures to devour;
you alive. Then the real Montparnasse life begins, with
Diana the huntress in the background and the Sphinx
waiting for you at a bend in the road.
We stopped for lunch at Levadia, a sort of Alpine vil-
lage nestling against a wall of the mountain fange. The
air was crisp and exhilarating, balmy in the sun and chill
-as a knife in the shade. The doors of the restaurant were
opened wide to suck in the sun-lit air. It was a colossal
refectory lined with tin like the inside of a biscuit boxj
the cutlery, the plates, the table tops were ice coldj we
ate with our hats and overcoats on. <
. From Levadia to Arachova was like a breathless ride
'" on the scenic railway through a tropical Iceland. Seldom
a human being, seldom a vehicle; a world growing more
and more rarefied, more and more mii^aculous. Under
lowering clouds the scene became immediately ominous
and terrifying: only a god could survive the furious on-
slaught of the elements in this stark Olympian world.
* At Arachova Ghika got out to vomit I stood at the edge
of a deep canyon and as I looked down into its depths I
saw the shadow of a great eagle wheeling over the void.
We were on the very ridge of the mountains, in the midst
of a convulsed land which was seemingly still writhing
and twisting. The village itself had the bleak, frost-

